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About This Game

Sokoban Land DX is a 2D top-down puzzle game with colorful graphics and relaxing soundtrack, based on the classic Sokoban
style games with some new improvements over the original and a few adventure elements.

You'll need to push boxes to the right places to open the gate and go to the next level. You'll be able to play in single-player
mode controlling 1 or 2 characters at same time, or in local co-op mode with a friend changing modes on the fly during levels

the way you prefer. Each player can undo their last move, but if you get stuck, you can restart the level whenever you want and
there isn't limited movements or timers, so you can do all at your own pace.
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Title: Sokoban Land DX
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
lightUP
Publisher:
lightUP
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (32/64 bits)

Processor: Intel Atom Cherry Trail Z8300 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 integrated Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse/Keyboard - Xbox 360 Controller (Recommended)

English
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The mechanics are very basic. Just simple maths puzzles but they can be very challenging. It's worth the price. The game did
quit out once you make a mistake, making it very annoying but that's been changed now.. I bought this as part of the Master
Edition, and I really enjoyed this side mission, in fact it is better than most of main missions of the game. It is as short as good
as you are in stealth skills, for me it has a satisfactory length. It is worth playing!. DO NOT GET THIS GAME,

Yes it WAS a wonderful game to play single player or coop, but the devs put out all these "updates" to test the game out for
magicka 2, rendering this game useless, between crashing and bugs, they essentially f****d this game up, i suspect so they can
force you to fork out more cash for magicka 2. Fun and relaxing.. Nice classic game that reminds old Galaxy games. Addictive
and one-more-level style. Graphic is simple but it's not so tiring as many other flashing space game that makes eyes sore.. While
it had potental, the fact is that this game just isn't very good. Don't bother buying this.. Boring, thats all i can say. This is not
only the best Kart Racing sim but for me the most realistic feeling racing sim out there.
Very well done. (you don't feel like you're struggling in a physics lesson on ice like many of the best selling sims where you need
to put in too many frustrating hours until they become fun)
This sim is immediately exhilarating and feels real the moment you put your foot down. If you've driven Karts before you get a
good sense of feeling the limits and every lap can be rewarding from the moment you play. When you come off the throttle or
hard accelerate through corners there is some weighty feel to the Karts and the force feedback has been done well without being
overwhelming like others. The karts just feel right (unlike the Karts in Automobilista where I felt like you're on a bed of springs
under power and braking and then a Jet Ski on water when lifting off, horrible in comparison)

For me it's worth every penny as I've always missed Karting from my younger days and have never had enough money to start
again. The feeling came straight back. I purchased a T150 wheel and Playseat Challenge on a budget and I'm using an old 720P
projector so sacrificing graphic quality for the big screen experience, but I wouldn't have been disappointed if I'd paid for more
expensive kit. (To hire a 2-stroke Kart you're looking at \u00a3100-200 euros per hour)

Unfortunately there is no AI to race (yet?) there are some online servers where you need to be lucky to find others at the same
time. It does have your fastest laps in a Ghost Kart which is an excellent trainer and you will keep improving.
If you're serious about wanting to experience the buzz of 2-stroke Karting (where F1 drivers learnt and still use to train in the
winter) then buy this and encourage your friends to get it too.

If you go to the developer's forum you can find organised online race events with people who seem friendly and helpful who are
racing for the buzz of Karting not their egos. There are also links to download extra tracks like Kimbolton in the UK where they
hold the Super One finals and Formula TKM festival.
Having the three Genk Belgium tracks as standard is a great coup as this has been one of the best Karting facilities in Europe.
The small Genk hire Kart circuit encourages so much race craft you'll also see seasoned racers there in real life honing their
skills (and probably on this software too).
My only wish is for the developers to add the slower and heavier Sodi Kart 390cc 4-stroke to help train the rest of the family as
even the Mini 2-stroke Karts are manic.. Thank you!

Please add more and take my money.. Some interesting stuff going on. It's free, give it a try!
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Unplayable due to one jumping bug that wont get fixed since this game is 12 years old. what a shame. The pastel colouration of
the levels is relaxing, however, the lack of more pronounced contrast did make seeing some of the bar interconnections difficult
without mouseovers.

The music is in sync with the a light puzzle game--albeit a tad repetitive.

Controls are simple and adequate.

50 levels and 50 achivements--a fairly high number of achivements for a short game, but not in keeping with the ZUP/OIK line
of puzzler achivement farms. I found this refreshing, though I actually enjoyed the other titles more as I found them easier on
my eyes (note the pastel comment above).

This does have some replay value to find, potentially, additional "uncommon solutions" to the puzzles. 2/50 resulted in successes
via "uncommon solutions" during my initial playthrough. As a completionist, it would be nice to see some expanded
achievements to include intentional "uncommon solutions" for each stage with achivements for discovering said solutions.

Overall, a short but fun title which is worth considering if found on sale or as part of a bundle.
. One of the greatest games of my childhood, it is playful, fun and awesome. YOu control a team of superheroes that use all the
superhero cliche and yet it is just joyful ride battling commies, nazies, aliens and all those villainous types with super team,
using all their powers and tactics to overcome obstacles.. pls add dlc about the REAL good ENDING PLS I BEGGING YOU I
WILL PAY ANYTHING YOU WANT PLS. You can build a city where the lower class doesn't want to enter no matter what
and still make 100k per month from low tax rates.

. All so called great games should get inspiration from this title. Such clever and engaging ideas, loved it... One of my favourite
childhood games. If you've never played this before, get it right now!. Great classic and enjoyed the hell out of it. use to play
this on Xbox back in the day

Update v1.0.0.7:
Hello everyone,

There is a new update for Sokoban Land DX that brings some optimizations to the game, so more PC's may run the game at a
higher FPS.. Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam:
Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam with a launch discount of 10%. Hope you enjoy the game guys :). Improved
Framerate:
Today, both WILOO and Sokoban Land DX were updated.
With this update, FPS should be improved on some Graphic Cards,
specially running on Windows 10.. Milo's Quest - First Alpha Gameplay:
So here it is,
the first Milo's Quest alpha gameplay trailer
It's a 2D top-down puzzle/adventure

Coming in 2019 initially for Windows PC

https://youtu.be/QBp8M3e0iC4
. WILOO is available on Steam:
WILOO, a 2D side-scrolling platformer inspired mainly on 8/16 bits eras with Graphics and Sounds updated, is now available
on Steam.

Help WILOO save his buddy from Dr. ETvaldo.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/673010/WILOO/. lightUP Steam Page:
Hey guys :) what's up?

I have a brand New Developer/Publisher Page here on Steam. It's way easier to concentrate my informations about games and
stuff there. If you want to stay tuned about my games, new releases and updates, please follow me here:
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https://store.steampowered.com/developer/lightUP. Update v1.0.0.2 Available:
In this version, music on/off option is saved on your save file, then, if you turn off sounds and exit the game, the musics and
sounds will be turned off in your next session.

Some new cool musics were also added :)
There is some other minor improvements too.

Thank you guys for all your feedback and support!. Free DLC: Sokoban Land DX - PaperToys:
Hi guys,
After downloading the game, please, make sure to download also the "Sokoban Land DX - PaperToy" its free!

If you already download it, don't forget to see the "EXTRAS" folder inside your Sokoban Land DX install directory ;)

After that, you will only need, a printer, scissors and some patience to build your very own Sokoban characters in PaperToy!
. Movement Speed Option Added:
The update v1.0.0.3 can be downloaded right now.
For this version the movement speed can now be changed at any time, on "Options" and "Pause" menus. By default it's on
"Normal" speed, and you can change for "Slow" (-1/2 movement speed) or "Fast" (+3x movement speed).

Thank you guys for your feedbacks and support :). DEMO version available:
Both Sokoban Land DX and WILOO received DEMO versions that can be downloaded in game's page on Steam. Now you can
try freely the first world of each game. Hope you enjoy them :)
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